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lifetime and I just en- thought, ‘Hey I could do
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I’m playing as I do vol- wanted to give someunteering,” said the thing back to the game
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JOSEPH TYRRELL

that he had to count
the number of volunteer shirts he owned to
figure out how long he
has been a volunteer,
has primarily been a
starter for the majority
of his volunteer career.
He’s also been to a
number of Rules seminars and is set to become a Rules Official
this year as well.
“I like starting because
it has a pace to it,” said
Tyrrell, who has worked
events for every skill
level of GAP competitions. “When you’re
starting you get to send
everybody off on their
round and you get to
meet all the players. It’s
fun.”
In 2007 alone,
Tyrrell gave up his time
to volunteer at everything from the Junior
Boys’ Championship
to the Caddie Tournament to the Patterson
Cup and even the
Open, spanning three
states and hundreds of
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History
2006: Will Carr, Merion Golf
Club
2007: Joseph Tyrrell, Spring Ford
Country Club

miles.
“It’s all golf,” said
Tyrrell when asked
which event was his favorite. “The beauty of
the game is that, at all levels, people can play it. I
just wish more people
would volunteer. Now
that I’m retired volunteering is basically my
life.”
Added Tyrrell, “I’m
going to try and live up
to this award and hope
to continue to be able
to say ‘Play away
please.’ I’m going to do
this as long as I can and
still give something
back.
“It’s quite an honor but
I also know there are
many others just as if not
more deserving than I.
This was completely unexpected. It was a total
surprise.”

